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We are heading west for the 2020
conference
30th March - 1st April 2020

Syngenta 2020 Australian
Melon Conference & Field Day
The Syngenta 2020 Australian Melon Conference & Field Day will be held
in the West.
Perth will be the venue for the Conference presentations, Optus Stadium
for the Industry Dinner and the Field Day will be held at Capogreco Farms
near Waroona, south of Perth.
Go to www.melonsaustralia.org.au/2020-australian-melon-conferencefield-day-sponsors-and-exhibitors-information/

A Message from the Chairman
Like the majority of growers, I voted for a levy and like many
growers, I now have serious reservations. My concerns
started last year with the listeria issue and our inability to
use levy funds for what I considered a crisis situation for
rock melon growers.
Rightly or wrongly, it was the fact that the Association could
not use grower's money to assist growers made me and
many others angry.
Industry organisations have the responsibility of taking a
levy proposal to Government; it is responsible for the levy
yet it receives none of the money directly.
Hort Innovation decides how the R&D money is spent and I
think that it is time to consider whether we are getting value
for money from our R & D levy.
From my interactions with Plant Health Australia, we most
certainly need our biosecurity levy and I feel it is working
well. Growers are well supported in the biosecurity space.

The problem we have is that we still
need to raise money for industry
activities. We definitely need an
Industry Representative Body i.e. AMA
as Government will not deal with
individual growers on issues. We need the industry
development person to guide us through all the rigmarole
that Government and other groups put us through.
The only income that AMA has is from membership and
sponsors for whom we are very thankful. The sponsors and
exhibitors always support our conference, so please try to
support the 2020 conference in Western Australia.
I would like to hear from you about the R & D levy and also
the problems that the 2019 ruling from Fair Work is causing
both growers and employees. Please contact me on 0418
779 348.
Best wishes,
Jon Caleo

2019 Australian Melon Industry Sponsors
Thank you to these businesses that continue to support the work of the Australian Melon Association .

Australian Melon Association Inc.
Chair: Jon Caleo
M: 0418 779 348
E: chairman@melonsaustralia.org.au
Secretary/Treasurer: Leanne McLennan
M: 0427 576 228
E: secretary@melonsaustralia.org.au
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Industry Development Manager
Dianne Fullelove
M: 0413 101 646
E: idp@melonsaustralia.org.au

DISCLAIMER: The purpose of Melon NEWS is to
communicate with the Australian Melon Industry.
The information provided should not be
interpreted as advice or recommendation.
The Australian Melon Association and its officers
disclaim all liability for any error, loss or other
consequence which may arise from relying on any
information in this publication.

See you in Perth for the Syngenta 2020
Australian Melon Conference & Field Day
The Syngenta 2020 Australian Melon Conference & Field
Day will be held in Perth and Waroona, WA from Monday
30th March to Wednesday 1st April 2020. The event will
feature presentations from international and local experts.
The BASF Vegetable Seeds Field Day will feature field trials
with the latest watermelon and melon varieties. The Field
Day on the Wednesday 1st April will be held at Capogreco
Farms, Waroona.
The speaker sessions and the Trade Show will be held at the
Pan Pacific Hotel in Perth with the Signet Welcome Function

on Monday 30th March in the trade show area
and followed by a day of conference sessions
focused around marketing and supply chain.
The Toro Industry Dinner to be held on the evening of
Tuesday 31st March is being hosted at the Optus Stadium.
This is an amazing venue and optional tours of the stadium
will be available to all delegates prior to the Dinner.
This is a wonderful opportunity to learn and socialise with
growers and industry people.
Pan Pacific Hotel
in beautiful Perth

Capogreco Farms

The trials

Optus Stadium
with tour
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Industry Development Report
The Industry Development project is funded through the melon levy with
matching government funds.

in April is available to growers and includes a list of import
contacts. A Middle East visit is planned for mid-September.

The Strategic Industry Advisory Panel convened by Hort
Innovation provides advice on investment of the melon levy
and is mainly composed of melon growers:
Jon Caleo (AMA representative)
Paul McLaughlin (AMA representative)
Fernanado Rombola
Kane Younghusband
Brad Dawson

As you read this Melon News, the IDM will have returned
from Asia Fruit Logistica in Hong Kong where melons have
been showcased for the first time. Both melons and
watermelons were displayed, and meetings were held with
importers. Australian melons are again being requested in
Japan and information on Australian melons and a list of
export-ready growers was distributed.

The Industry Development project assists in that role by
working with Hort Innovation but is not part of the decision
-making process for the levy.
Ensuring that the melon industry is not impacted by
possible government food safety regulation remains a
priority for the Industry Development project. A submission
has been sent to Food Standards Australia & New Zealand
(FSANZ) who have been tasked by the Federal Government
to look at options for regulating high risk fresh produce
including melons. It is still unclear how this might proceed.
However, the IDM has continued to inform FSANZ that the
melon industry has taken significant steps to lift food safety
standards and we will continue to do so. If regulation is
introduced, we have submitted that any regulation should
be compliant with existing food safety systems such as
Freshcare so there is no overall increased impact on
growers
The IDM also presented the melon food safety program to
Queensland Health and Safe Food Qld to ensure that they
understand the efforts the melon industry has made in the
food safety area. These government agencies have agreed
that they are supportive of industry food safety activities.
Funding received from the Federal Government after the
listeria event in 2018 has been used to rebuild export
markets. A report on visits to Singapore, Malaysia and Japan
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The Industry Development project has responsibility for
organising the next melon conference which has been a
very successful event in the past. In 2020, the conference
and field day will be held in Perth and Capogreco Farms.
The Field Day is always very popular as it gives seed
companies a chance to showcase their varieties and
growers can compare different varieties in the one place.
Members of the AMA Executive have attended a meeting to
plan the implementation of the Melon Biosecurity Plan. The
Plan lists the possible threats to melons in Australia and the
Implementation Plan provides the strategies for preventing
these pests entering Australia. It also lets the industry work
cooperatively with other industries such as vegetables.
Other activities:

Support letter for development of Cairns airport
fresh produce freight terminal.

Development of a Queensland Melon necrotic spot
virus project.

Development
of
resources
for
travelling
holidaymakers to explain the importance of on-farm
biosecurity and not illegally entering farms.

Development of on-farm biosecurity factsheets for
Vietnamese growers in Carnarvon to assist in
increasing biosecurity in that region.

Oversight of new melon website with separate
consumer and grower sections.

BOM Climate Report paints grim picture
As the busy season hits Australian melon growers, it’s a
nervous time for many as weather influences take their toll
and keep farmers across the country on their toes.
It would come as little surprise that the Bureau of
Meteorology (BOM) deemed the 2018-19 financial year as
drier than average over much of Australia, with an
intensification of drought over many parts of the country –
specifically in the northern half of the Murray-Darling Basin.
The Northern Territory endured its driest financial year
since 1964 while central and northern Queensland were the
only extensive areas of very much above average rainfall,
partly due to record rainfall in late-January and February
2019 associated with a very slow-moving monsoon low.
2018-19 also recorded the second warmest financial year
on record in Australia, with record daytime temperatures
being documented and January 2019 being Australia’s
warmest month on record.
These hot and dry conditions across the country impacted
water resources in all states and territories, resulting in
reduced water in the soil, storages, rivers and groundwater.
This led to the lowest soil moisture every recorded in
Australia . The national average soil moisture in the top
100 cm was only 8.5%, lower than the previous record of

8.7% in 1914–15 and well below the long-term average of
12.0%.
The BOM also reported mostly below average stream flows,
falling surface water availability and low groundwater levels
in key regions.
This was no more evident than in the Murray-Darling Basin
where the ongoing drought resulted in widespread declines
in groundwater levels. In 2018–19, annual peak
groundwater levels in 83% of assessed bores in the MurrayDarling Basin were below average and, in 20% of bores,
levels were the lowest on record and below the levels at
the end of the Millennium Drought.
The failed monsoon season in the Top End resulted in
almost no groundwater recharge over 2018–19 in the Rural
Darwin and Katherine regions with little recovery in
groundwater levels in the wet season.
In contrast, groundwater levels in northeast Queensland
remain high after several years of good rainfalls and
recharge from recent floods. In the Perth region,
groundwater levels in the Gnangara Mound remained well
below the long-term average reflecting the decline in
rainfall since the 1970s. However, the rate of groundwater
level decline is slowing, with levels in some bores rising in
2018-19, driven by efforts to reduce and redistribute
groundwater extraction and wet winter conditions.
Australia experienced its second-warmest financial year on
record. Daytime temperatures were especially warm, with
Australia's mean daily maximum temperature 1.70 °C
warmer than average, the highest on record. Much of the
Northern Territory, central and northern parts of Western
Australia, north-eastern New South Wales into southeastern Queensland, and central and south-eastern Victoria
saw record high daytime temperatures for the period.
Weather extremes during 2018-19 financial year:


Hottest Day – 49.5 degrees at Port Augusta, SA, 24
Jan 2019



Hottest Night – 36.6 degrees at Borrona Downs,
NSW, 26 Jan 2019



Coldest Day – -5.4 degrees at Mount Hotham, Vic, 27
Aug 2018



Coldest Night - -14.2 degrees at Perisher Valley,
NSW, on 29 Aug 2018
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ABARES Outlook for the Murray-Darling Basin 2019-20
More than two thirds (70%) of all Australian agricultural
water use was within the Murray-Darling Basin region in
2017-18.
In 2017-18 in the Murray-Darling Basin 1.5 million hectares
of agricultural land was irrigated (up 8%) and 6.8 million ML
of water was applied (up 7%), with cotton and pastures for
grazing accounting for more than half of the water applied
in this region.
The Murray–Darling Basin also accounts for about threequarters of Australia’s citrus, pome fruit and stone fruit
production. A large percentage of these crops are grown in
the southern Basin.
Horticulture growers in the Murray–Darling Basin use
irrigation water to supplement rainfall to produce a range of
crops. In many areas of the Basin these crops could not be
grown without irrigation because of the warm and relatively
dry climate.
Last month, the Agricultural Bureau of agricultural resource
Economics (ABARES) released its outlook for water
allocation prices in the southern Basin for 2019-20. A
summary of the report as prepared by ABARES identified
four key issues:

Water supply is low but still above Millennium drought
levels
Drought conditions over the last 12 months have led to
significant reductions in storage volumes and low opening
allocations in 2019-20. Further, the current BOM climate
outlook suggests drier than average conditions are likely at
least until October. However, water availability is being
supported by significant carryover reserves, with around
31% of 2018-19 supply (1,600 GL) carried into 2019-20.
Across the southern basin, around 3,442 GL of water
allocation is forecast to be available for irrigation use in
the dry scenario by the end of 2019-20 (including carryover
and excluding environmental water). This would be a 25%
decline relative to 2018-19 but still higher than the worst of
the Millennium drought (where supply averaged 2,590 GL
between 2007-08 and 2008-09). The less likely extreme
dry scenario would see water allocation supply fall to
around 2,802 GL. Under the average and wet scenarios
water availability is forecast to increase as high as 6,112 GL.
High water allocation prices are likely to continue
Over the course of 2018-19 water allocation prices
increased dramatically from around $250 per ML in July
2018 to over $500 per ML in June 2019 (for an annual
average price of around $450). Currently water prices have
been trading in excess of $600 per ML in most southern
MDB regions.
In the dry scenario, an average annual water allocation price
for 2019-20 of around $526 per ML is estimated, with $651
estimated under the extreme dry scenario (for the Murray
below Barmah trading zones). Prices are expected to
decrease substantially if a shift to average or wetter
conditions occurs, with annual prices of $332 and $258
estimated
under
the average and wet scenarios,
respectively.
(Continued on page 7)
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ABARES Outlook cont.
(Continued from page 6)

Murrumbidgee import and Barmah choke limits may be in
force
Water supply remains highly limited in the Murrumbidgee
with limited carryover reserves and zero opening general
security allocations. Under the dry and average scenarios
the Murrumbidgee Inter-valley Trade (IVT) import limit is
expected to bind, leading to higher prices in this region
compared to other regions in the southern basin. In
the wet scenario, the Murrumbidgee reverts to its usual
trade position of being a net exporter of water.
The Barmah Choke trade constraint is expected to bind in
the dry and extreme dry scenarios, leading to lower water
allocation prices in the above Barmah trading zones: $491
and $545 per ML under the dry and extreme dry scenarios
respectively.
There is potential for higher prices as we approach 2020–
21
If dry or extreme dry conditions do eventuate in 2019–20
storage and carryover reserves would diminish and water
supply into 2020-21 could become extremely limited. In
this situation higher water prices would be expected prior
to the beginning of the 2020-21 water year, driven by
demand for carryover water.
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Review of WESA announced
The Federal Department of Agriculture announced late last
month that a review into the Water for the Environment
Special Account (WESA) will be conducted to evaluate
whether current resources are adequate to achieve the
Murray-Darling Basin Plan target of 450 GL of additional
environmental water and to ease or remove constraints by
2024.
The WESA was established with $1.775 billion over ten years,
of which $1.575 billion is projected to fund the recovery of
450 gigalitres of environmental water with neutral or
improved social and economic outcomes.
$200 million in the WESA will contribute to the easing or
removal of constraints to deliver the environmental water.
The Water Act 2007 provides for two reviews of the WESA.
A three-person independent panel has now been appointed
by the Minister for Water Resources to conduct the first of
those reviews. The first review will be completed by early
2020.
As well as evaluating the WESA resources, the panel will
review the progress made to date and consider the
anticipated work required to reach the target by 2024. They
will also consider whether the design of projects is likely to
be effective.
Information about the review is available on the
department’s website: agriculture.gov.au/water/mdb/
policy/wesa-review

Growers balance water issues
Director of Mildura-based Dawson Melon Co, Brad Dawson,
says the only way to describe the water situation at the
moment is “very tight”.
Sourcing water from the Murray River, Brad runs several
farms and has his own pumps on the river and also receives
water on the irrigation scheme from town.
“We are at just 16% of allocation at the moment,” Brad said.
“We’ve just started planting and it’s looking ok but it’s going
to be really very tight,” he said.
“We’re hopeful that the allocation will get up to around the
60% mark by January and that will ensure that this crop of
rockmelons, honey dew and our specialty melon lines will
be successful, but it’s a wait and see scenario and we’ve just
got to work with what we’ve got through this dry scenario.”
A little further north, farmer Jamie Schembri from Griffith in
New South Wales operates in the Murrumbidgee Irrigation
Area, known as the MIA.
“There are two irrigation dams that supply the MIA and
they’re travelling around 27% and 45% capacity at the
moment,” Jamie said.
“It isn’t detrimental just yet and we are running our
program at 100% for the season ahead,” he said.
“However tradeable water is currently around $580/ML so
there are a lot of costs we’ll have to absorb over the next 12
months for that to happen.
In Queensland, at Andrew Martens’ Bundaberg operation
the situation is similar but is still taking some close
management.
“We’re ok this year so far and I think we’ll get through the

Paradise Dam, Bundaberg QLD
Summer no worries, but if there’s no rain come early 2020
then I’d suggest things will definitely be looking a lot
different and much more difficult come this time next year,”
Andrew said.
Andrew’s Paradise Dam property relies on completely
pumped water from the river systems, supplied through
channel systems and underground bores.
“We’ve got some water restrictions currently and the bores,
depending on the zone, currently have anywhere from 60%
to 95% allocation,” Andrew said.
“Back in 2007-08 we were down to a 2% allocation so we
know what really dry times look like and how the weather
cycle can then deliver rain that doesn’t stop.”
In the melon capital of Chinchilla, Terry O’Leary farms a
dryland crop.
He said that August 2019 the district recorded its driest
three-year rolling total in recorded history.
“Droughts bite in hard and in a region with no irrigation
scheme or water trading, local growers quietly innovate to
future proof their production during tough times,” Terry
said.
“With water levels in on-farm storage
significantly lower than previous years, we will
see most of the regions growers looking for
spring and summer rain events to return the
average rainfall figures and help boost the
prospects of a reasonable year,” he said.
(Continued on page 9)

Flooding at Chinchilla, 2011
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Growers balance water issues cont.
(Continued from page 8)

“Dryland crops this year will be especially challenging, with
little subsoil moisture and a very dry topsoil, so establishing
plants ahead of rain could end up a difficult task.”
Terry said despite a hot, dry run last summer that delivered
a period of 16 weeks with no rain in a predominantly
summer rainfall area there were still reasonable yields and
high quality.
“Our own operation saw a dryland planting with absolutely
no in crop rain deliver a small but impressive harvest when
you consider no rain or irrigation helped the plants along,”
Terry said.

Channel system at Griffith, NSW

“This is a testament to the strength of plant genetics being
developed by seed companies and new farm management
techniques that seem to be now evolving at a much faster
rate than previous years,” he said.

‘wouldn’t go astray.”

“The one comment that growers make is the guarantee that
before much longer, we will once again be cursing floods
and the end of this drought, but a couple ‘normal years

Since 2013 though, he and his wife have been farming in the
Ord River Irrigation Area in Kununurra, Western Australia
with little water concerns.

It’s a situation that Chris Jowett knows well, growing up on
the nearby Darling Downs and spending years in dry-land
cropping.

“Our water is sourced via the Ord River and we farm with
pressure irrigation through drip tape,” Chris said.
“The water is distributed by three variable speed pumps in
the shed and is sourced as tailings water from flood
irrigated farms in the valley, so it is water that would usually
return to the river,” he said.
“Effectively Lake Argyle gravity feeds into Lake Kununurra
and that’s then diverted into the irrigation channels for the
bulk of the farms.
“It’s a different way of farming and we’ve learnt a lot since
we’ve moved our operation to the West. At times, supply
can be irregular due to the nature of its source, but we’ve
been using it successfully for a long time and so far, it's
working for us.”
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New groundwater data for the Upper Burdekin
A collection of new, high-resolution elevation survey data
relating to groundwater resources that maps a total area of
3, 400 square kilometres near Charters Towers has been
released.
Minister for Resources and Northern Australia Matt
Canavan said Councils, landholders and pastoralists would
be able to tap into the data to help them manage water
resources and make decisions on future developments in
the region.
“This three dimensional elevation data helps us understand
how rainfall and surface water feed into the groundwater
system, and how this valuable groundwater makes its way
back to the surface through natural springs and into the
Upper Burdekin River,” Senator Canavan said.

“Water security is the key to opening up new agricultural
and business opportunities in regional Australia. This new
data will put the Upper Burdekin at the forefront of using
groundwater resources to support development in a
sustainable and profitable way.”
Townsville-based LNP Senator Susan McDonald said north
Queensland had huge potential for future agricultural
development, which would benefit all Australians.
“This new high-resolution elevation survey maps a total
area of 3,400 square kilometres near Charters Towers and
brings benefits to the community over and above just
looking for new sources of groundwater,” Senator
McDonald said.
“With more than 90 per cent of freshwater used in
Northern Australia coming from groundwater, knowing
more about these systems will help farmers, businesses,
local government and community groups plan for the
future with more certainty.
“It will also help industry and communities to sustainably
access surface and groundwater for rural and urban use.
For example, this new elevation data could be used by
Councils to help with flood risk management and planning
for new infrastructure.”
The new data collection was funded through the $100
million Exploring for the Future Program, which aims to
identify regions in Northern Australia with the potential for
new mineral, energy and groundwater resources.
A comprehensive analysis of this new elevation data will be
released in 2020.
The Queensland Department of Natural Resources, Mines
and Energy, and Department of Environment and Science,
were also involved in the project through scoping and
fieldwork. The airborne LiDAR elevation survey data is
publicly available through Geoscience Australia’s ELVIS
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Did You Know …
There are 40,000 irrigators in Australia.



1.2 million ML from on farm dams or tanks (down
12%)



158 thousand ML from recycled or reused water
from off farm sources (up 15%)



54 thousand ML from a town or country reticulated
mains supply (down 25%)

They farm 5% of tilled agricultural lands (<1% of Australia).


Irrigation accounts for 50-70% of water withdrawn
for human consumption



Irrigators produce 30% of all agricultural value and
half the profit within agriculture



Irrigated production is valued at $9-11.5 billion/year



Irrigation is a driver of regional economies.

Australian farms used a total of 10.5 million megalitres (up
5%) of water taken from various sources including:
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3.9 million ML from irrigation channels or pipelines
(up 6%)



3.0 million ML of water from rivers, creeks or lakes
(up 4%)



2.2 million ML of groundwater (up 19%)

Via New South Wales Irrigator’s Council

New Melon Food Safety resources released
The Australian melon industry has been investing in
supporting the food safety practices of rockmelon and
honeydew growers to continue to ensure that melons are of
the highest food safety standards. The guide was produced
as part of the Food Safety Training, Extension and Capacity
for the Melon Industry Project (VM17002) funded by Hort
Innovation using the melon industry levy,

Available at www.melonsaustralia.org.au

The suite of resources include:


Preharvest and postharvest check lists



A guide to Developing a Standard Operating
Procedure (SOP)



A guide to Responding to microbiological test results

The Best Practice Guide includes information on agricultural
water; soil amendments and environmental factors.
It outlines the benefits of pre-cooling fruit and discusses dry
Another project has been commissioned by Hort
Innovation to continue this valuable work in supporting
melon growers increase food safety standards. The new
project will include further support for rockmelon growers
and be extended to watermelon growers.
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dumping versus wet dumping.
There is extensive information on postharvest washing and
sanitising, including different types of sanitisers. Packhouse
environment control and monitoring are outlined.
Information is also included for supermarkets, wholesalers
and retailers and how to conduct product recalls.
For further information contact:
Dr Sukhvinder Pal (SP) Singh | Research Horticulturist
(Food Safety)
NSW Department of Primary Industries | Agriculture
T: +61 2 4348 1935 | M: 0420 593 129 |
E: sp.singh@dpi.nsw.gov.au

Watermelons return to Katherine Research Station
For the first time since the cucumber green mottle mosaic
virus (CGMMV) was identified in the Northern Territory,
melons are being grown at the Katherine Research Station
(KRS). In a partnership between Seminis and the
Department of Primary Industry and Resources (DPIR),
approximately 1 ha of commercial and pre-release varieties
are being grown on the research station. David Rose,
Regional Business Manager for the NT said “The partnership
allows us to assess varieties under NT growing conditions
whilst remaining sensitive to recent biosecurity risks
experienced by local commercial farms.”
This arrangement is a win-win, as it has helped to kick-start
melon research at KRS and has provided a convenient and
safe trial site for variety evaluations. Regional agronomist,
Dr Danilo Guinto, is managing the growth of the crop which
forms part of a wider RD&E program for the NT melon
industry, with DPIR recently delivering extension material
which consolidated R&D findings into three information
sheets on:
• Integrated pest management (IPM)
• Cover crops
• CGMMV

Joy Sherlock (Senior Extension Agronomist), Danny Guinto (Research
Horticulturist) and Heshan Jayasekara (Senior Technical Officer).

Before the trial was planted, wet season cover crops of
sorghum, millet, caliente and a mixture (millet, lab-lab and
caliente) were planted. A field walk occurred before
incorporation which formed part of the KRS field day held in
April 2019. In addition, an IPM program is being managed
by the regional entomologist Thilini Ekanayake; and a
CGMMV biosecurity plan was established to reduce the risk
of infection.
The trial has been a steep learning curve as melons haven’t
been grown at the site for years. We’ve received generous
assistance from local growers, with Brett Dawson of
Dawson’s Melons lending us his planter and Mitchael Curtis
of King’s Bees supplying hives for pollination.
There will be a field day later in the year to assess the
characteristics of varieties.
If you would like more information, please contact:
Dr Matt Hall
Horticultural Extension Leader
Email: matt.hall@nt.gov.au
Phone: +61 8 8999 2043

Value of agricultural production, Northern
Territory – Outback region, 2017–18
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Brisbane to host Hort Connections in 2020
Hort Connections will return to the Sunshine State next
year. Last hosted in Brisbane in 2018, the 2019 event held
in Melbourne at the end of June attracted more than 3,000
industry delegates from Australia and overseas.
The Australian Melon Association was proud to partner the
event with AUSVEG and PMA A-NZ, alongside a number of
other peak industry bodies from the horticulture sector.
Considered the ‘one-stop-shop’ for industry to network and
hear from the some of the leaders in horticulture from
around the world, Hort Connections 2020 was built around
the theme, ‘Growing Our Food Future’.
Key events included addresses from Foodbank Australia
CEO Brianna Casey and TV chef Adam Liaw, as well as more
than 60 presentations, and workshops covering topics from
on-farm productivity to the latest ag-tech.
The three day event concluded with the National Awards
for Excellent Gala Dinner, which included a visit from new
Federal Agriculture Minister, Bridget McKenzie.
Hort Connections 2020 will be held at the Brisbane
Convention Centre from the 15th to the 17th of June. Keep
up to date at www.hortconnections.com.au
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2019 winners included:


Jason Shields, Vic – Syngenta Grower of the Year



Daniel Hoffmann, SA – Corteva Agriscience Young
Grower of the Year



Ian Muir, Vic – AUSVEG Lifetime Achievement Award



Foodbank Australia – E. E. Muir & Sons Community
Stewardship Award



Mark Pye, SA – Innovation Partner



Dr Cherie Gambley, Qld – Bayer Researcher of the
Year



Carmel Ingram, Vic – Boomaroo Nurseries Women in
Horticulture Award



Michael Evans, Vic – Butler Market Gardens
Environmental Award



Darren and Mark Schreurs, Vic – Visy Industry Impact
Award



Harvest Moon, Tas – Exporter of the Year

Leadership training to help your
business thrive
Hort Innovation has developed the Hort Frontiers strategic
partnership initiative to address a range of issues identified
as critical to the future of Australian horticulture through
seven individual Funds.
One of these, the Leadership Fund, aims to identify, build
and empower future horticulture industry leaders at all
stages of their career, so that the most effective integration
of land, labour, capital and entrepreneurship occurs in
Australian horticultural production.
The Leadership Fund looks to broaden the leadership
pipeline, taking into account the current ageing
demographic and the increasingly fast-moving technological
landscape that horticulture is. The fund provides
opportunities for horticulture professionals at all stages of
their careers to advance along the ladder of leadership, and
attracts a new generation to Australian horticulture by
showcasing the dynamic careers paths that exist.
According to Hort Innovation Business Development
Manager Jane Wightman, the industry is aware that
diversity significantly underpins the sectors long term
growth.
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“Currently 30% of the labour force are women and the
Frontiers Leadership Fund supports its growth,” Ms
Wightman said.
“One way we’re supporting this is through the Advancing
Women’s Leadership course that offers three levels of
leadership training designed to provide affordable access to
women to expand their networks and enhance their
leadership skills,” she said.
“This is an ideal opportunity for women who have entered
into a leadership role at work and could benefit from some
training in this area or are in middle management and
looking for some innovative ways of moving forward, or
perhaps they run their own business or are in a family
partnership and leadership training at a more senior level
could play a role in raising productivity or help set new
directions.”
If you’ve got an idea for a Leadership Fund initiative, or if
you’re a business who’d like to take part in an existing
program, get in touch today. Visit the Frontiers Leadership
Fund web page and see what is on offer https://
hortfrontiers.com.au/leadership-fund/
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